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Abstract.   Objectives of development SAF, in particular are: increasing the 
level of deployability and operational readiness, improving the system of 
command and control, achieve the ability of using modern information and 
communication technologies in a network-oriented environment, Network 
Enabled Capabilities (NEC), preparedness led operation in high tempo and 
even against an opponent using asymmetric strategy and tactics. Terms of 
building the NEC integrated environment is to provide a qualitative new 
information capabilities that include data, information and communication 
technology for the production of relative information superiority. To create 
relative information superiority is the processing of information from sensors 
and resources for decision-making one of the important areas. This article 
focuses on the description of the properties probabilistic  model for processing 
the sensor signal using a probabilistic model of recognition Custom / Foreign 
(Identification Friendly or Foe - IFF) and access to the current intelligence 
picture of the commander in the common operational picture (COP) for C4I 
systems. This view defines a comprehensive approach to processing signals 
from the sensors using a probabilistic model of recognition Custom / Foreign 
(Identification Friendly or Foe - IFF) and access to current intelligence picture 
of the commander and the ability to use full access to information, use of 
common communication and information environment within systems to 
support command and control in the environment NEC to describe the relative 
information superiority. 

Keywords: Network Enabled Capabilities (NEC), NII, command and control 
systems - C4I2, sensors, information superiority, IFF 
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INTRODUCTION   
 In the information age military needs for conducting combat operations in 

addition to weapons, information and analytical tools for effective command in 
combat operations. This concerns in particular the knowledge systems of the combat 
situation and sensors, resources and tools to analyze the information from the sensors.  
 This article follows the description probablistic model referred to in the 
article "Signal processing with using a probabilistic model for recognition 
identification friendly or foe - IFF" [2] and is focused on the description of the 
properties probalistic model for processing the sensor signal using a probabilistic 
model of recognition Custom / Foreign (Identification Friendly or Foe - IFF) and 
access to the current intelligence picture of the commander.  The article described the 
impact factor of reliability in probablistic model and its relationship to, and their 
impact on results in the fight at NEC network-oriented environment. This model can 
be used in other processes the information relative to the description of the rule. The 
network-oriented environment and environment to achieve information superiority is 
necessary to achieve the highest level of efficiency of deployment of sensors and 
sources in proportion to the quality and completeness of the information. 
	  

1. Probabilistic model for processing signals from sensors and 
resources and recognition on the battlefield Custom / Foreign (IFF)  

In the model to simplify the description, assume that the only element information 
is information from its own sensors. The sensors acquire the position information of 
the opponent's goals and identify application IFF. 

Suppose a common operational picture COP consists only of placing targets (or 
critical subset of them, such as. The location of his vehicles). Suppose the 



Commander of the intelligence from sensors. The sensors acquire the position 
information of the opponent's goals and their identification application (IFF). 

Suppose we have V = 0,1,2,… , n , which represents the number of units detected 
by sensor in the area  of interest commander. Then, P V   =   v  is the probability that 
the sensor detects and recognizes in the enemy units standing against his own troops. 

However, this number is conditioned by the total number of units deployed in the 
area of interest of the enemy commander, which describes the conditional probability  
P(V = v|U = u).   

For using simple sensor in one observation, in a single cycle tracking of targets, 
which is able to detect and identify targets in area of interest with probability q  , 
without false detection is: 
 

P V = v U = u = f x =
!
! q

!(1− q)!!!        for    𝑣 ≤ 𝑢
0                                                                      other  

  .       (1) 

When using multiple sensors in the network-oriented environment, we can 
then determine the probability of detection and identification of the target within the a 
given cycle. Suppose that our sensors are able to make     k    measurements area of 
interest in the decision cycle the commander.  

This means that sensors can perform    k    the measurements of the area of 
interest before enemy commander move their unit. In each of these measurements 
and, where i = 1,2,3… . k, are detected v!"  enemy units. Furthermore, we presume 
that the probability estimates are gradual, and that the cycle time is small enough to 
create the report.  

Using Bayes' formula we obtain:  
  

P U = u V = v!"

=
P U = u V = v!(!!!)    !

!!"
1− q !

P U = j V = v!(!!!) !
!!"

1− q !  !
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                        (2)                 

 

Where is  i=1,2,...,k, and  P(U =u|V =vd0)=P(U =u)=1/n+1.  

The result is that a subsequent detection and identification, which exhibit 
fewer units than the previous one, are completely ignored. Probability  
P U = u V = v!"   determines the probability of objective findings. To evaluate the 
use of informáciií commander we need to determine the degree of uncertainty, 
therefore, to determine the likelihood that the commander has true picture of the 
number and identification of units, arranged against him in his area of interest in the 
COP. 

 
  



Information entropy H(i) is the amount of uncertainty in probability distributions. 
Description of the use of entropy is shown in [3]. 

The residual knowledge of the following applies: 

K U,V = v!

=
ln n + 1 − H U V = v!   

ln n + 1
    .    
ln P U = i V = v! − 1   !

!!!!
ln P U = n V = v! − 1

        (3) 

  

A similar formulation can now be used also for the knowledge of the operation: 
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2.  Effect of factors on probablistic model of signal processing 
from sensors 
	  

       The initial probability distribution of U depends on the information available to 
the commander from his  sensors and sources. When first started, the information 
available from the reconnaissance is processed.   
      After receiving the identification and reporting of the sensors, the probability 
distribution changes. However, in reality, the location of some of the objectives will 
not be known with certainty at the time of the decision commander. 

Probability distribution  P(U   = u) can be influenced by several factors:  
1. Number of confirmed and uncorfirmed reports from sensors,   
2. Reliability of sensors and sources,   
3. Terrain conditions,   
4. Multiple confirmation,   
5. Time lag of information gathered,   
 

The next section will focus more on describing the impact factor of the 
reliability of sensors and sources for the probability distribution detection of objective 
in the interest area of commander. 
In some cases, the subjective assessment of the reliability, especially when assessing 
the results of visual observation. In the case of technical sensors their reliability varies 



with environmental conditions; unreliable messages are therefore ignored, which 
affects the probability distribution, and reduces the probability of recognition and 
detection and identification of target IFF. 
	  
On the reliability factor, we can look from different angles. The reliability factor is 
the reliability of the sensors, reliable information processing, but reliability factor also 
representing the quality of the information processing chain information network 
reliability. In the network where sensors are separated from the location information 
processing associated impact on the overall quality of the connection reliability of the 
sensor as a whole. You can generalize this approach to different perspectives and 
levels of the NEC.  

To describe the factor we can use analogy the approach used in applied 
probability models, namely use of Bayes phrases and properties of probability. Let 
thus 𝑃 𝑈   is the probability of detection targets located within sensor commander and 
P(P) is a factor in the reliability of the sensor range <0, 1>. On the reliability factor of 
the sensor, we can watch as the probability of transmitting information from the 
sensor (connection quality). Then for the overall probability of detection targets with 
a confidence factor P(S) applies: 

  
P S = P P ∩ U = P 𝐴1 .P 𝐴2 𝐴1 = P 𝐴2 .P 𝐴1 𝐴2                               (5) 

 
  

   
only applies to P U ≠ 0  or  P P ≠ 0. 

This approach can be generalized to any number of intrusions penetration 
probabilities. In general: 
 

P( 𝐴!)    
!

!!!   

= P 𝐴1 .P 𝐴2 𝐴1 .P 𝐴3 𝐴2 ∩     𝐴1 ……P(𝐴! 𝐴!)    
!!1

!!!

        (6) 

  
 
where i = 1,2, ..., n, and P 𝐴!    is probability of detection, the transmission of 
information and so on. 
 

Using Baysovej sentence for application brings relationship for the i-th 
observation. The overall probability of detection targets with a confidence factor 
applies: 
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To illustrate, let's look at simple Example 1, for   n = 3       units. Suppose that 

the observations were three different sensors, in three subsequent cycles through a 
sensor to pursuing the probability of detection: q   =   0,9. The value of probability of 
detection sensor q has been selected as indicated by the producer probability of 
detection radars for ground exploration example. PSNR-5 (1RL133), Credit 1E (1M), 
EL / M-2140NG, SQUIRE, ARSS, MSTAR (AN / PPS-5C), ARS-2000 for effective 
reflecting surface target 1 square meter in optimum conditions of electromagnetic 
wave propagation. 

Similarly, you can use probability of detection q, for different kinds of 
sensors or detection targets. The sensors are able to detect any target with probability 
q and probability of transmission of information from the sensor is P(P). Parameters 
P(P) and q are optional for each sensor used depending on the properties and 
applications. Table 1 presents the results of probability finding targets P U V    for the 
individual measurements in each cycle of measurement. Table 1 shows probability of 
detection targets used q   =   0,9  for the individual sensors, and probability of the 
transmission of information from the sensor P(P) = 0,9, and for comparison without 
the probability the transfer of information from the sensor P(P) = 1. 
 

Table  1 Total degree of uncertainty for Example 1 

𝑣   P U = 0 V  P U = 1 V  P U = 2 V  P U = 3 V  

P(P)=1 P(P)=0,9 

H U V  K U V  H U V  K U V  

- 0,25 0,25 0,25 0,25 1,38621 0 1,343 0,031 

0 0,9 0,09 0,009 0,0009 0,36029 0 0,184 0,86 

1 0 0,99 0,0198 0,00029 0,08997 0,30712 0,1767 0,8725 

2 0 0 0,995 0,00448 0,02922 0,46957 0,121 0,9127 

3 0 0 0 1 0 1 0,0948 0,9316 
 

The first line is the assessment of the probability P U V , provided that at the 
beginning we have complete ignorance of the situation. 



Similarly, we can determine the use of the information for assessing the commander 
degree of uncertainty, therefore, to determine the probability that the commander has 
true picture of the number and identification of units, arranged against him in his area 
of interest in the COP. Uncertainty in probability distributions are informational 
entropy H(i) and residual knowledge. To determine the extent of knowledge, residual 
degree of uncertainty destination - a standardized form of entropy we use the 
equation: 
 

K U,V = v!

=
ln n + 1 − H U V = v!   

ln n + 1
    .    
ln P U = i V = v! − 1   !

!!!!
ln P U = n V = v! − 1

            (8) 

  
  

The last two columns in Table 1 contains data on the entropy  H U V   and 
residual uncertainty destination - a standardized form of entropy  K U V  based on 
each observation and the mean of a factor in the reliability and without the offsetting 
impact factor of reliability - the probability of transmission of information from the 
sensor P(P) = 0.9.  Picture 1 shows the results graphically. 

 

 

Picture   1   Effect of the probability transmission of information from the 
sensor to the standardized entropy and entropy for example 1 

 



The example 2 shows the impact the probability transmission of information 
from the sensor to the overall understanding of the operation according to the 
conditions of use of a sensor in each cycle of detection. 

Table 2 shows a summary of the overall knowledge of the operation 
depending on the conditions of use of a sensor in each cycle of detection. The 
operation of detection / identification is made up of 5 cycles. At each cycle t is the 
probability of detection qt  depending on the conditions of use of the sensors varies 
depending on the conditions attached in the area of operations, the probability 
transmission of information from the sensor is P (P), the number of detected units are  
vdt and the maximum size of enemy units is given as nt. The last three columns show 
the residual uncertainty for regulated probability distribution of information available 
from detection vdt enemy units, a "probability" that the commander has an accurate 
overview of the number of enemy units in its area of interest. 
 

Table  2 Overall knowledge of the operation detection / identification     

    For P(P)=0,9 For P(P)=1,0 

t qt vdt nt H U V  K U V  H U V  K U V  

1 0,8 2 5 1,08 0,0228 1,096 0,088 

2 0,7 4 5 0,4625 0,4713 0,3664 0,488 

3 0,9 2 4 0,9607 0,18 0,696 0,179 

4 0,7 1 3 0,9752 0,0781 0,978 0,061 

5 0,9 3 3 0,0948 0,9318 0,00 1,000 

 

 
Detection probability qt and the probability of of transmitting information 

from the sensor P (P) changes depending on detection conditions on the battlefield in 
time  t  so to reflect the changing conditions for sensor input. The maximum size of 
enemy units nt is reduced over time to reflect the weakening. Fluctuations in the 
quantity indicated vdt (including all deficiencies identified during one cycle of time) 
leads to a reduction of its overall knowledge of the operation and shows the influence 
the probability transmission of information from the sensor to the overall knowledge 
of the operation depending on the conditions of use of sensors in each cycle detection. 
It is in the scale between 0 and 1, where 0 represents complete ignorance, and 1 
represents complete knowledge of the number of enemy troops commander interest in 
each phase of operation. 
 



The aim is therefore to achieve an increase of knowledge influence the 
outcome of the operation. The use of entropy to evaluate the results of operations 
COP leads to a better understanding of the distribution of enemy units, recognized 
and effective decisions using its own commander and units. Increase efficiency with 
respect to information superiority could be quantified, in this case through equivalent 
(linear) increase in the number of destroyed enemy units or by reducing their own 
losses.  

The procedure of determining the entropy and the probabilistic model, 
together with complexity theory are used to design a method to increase the level of 
information in COP and recognition targets on the battlefield with application 
identification (IFF) using new methods of network-oriented environment (Network 
Enabled Capability - NEC). 
 

 
CONCLUSION:  
 

Knowledge of the situation on the battlefield - Common Operational Picture 
(COP), recognizing of units with aplication and identification friendly or foe – IFF is 
therefore an understanding of the intentions of the enemy and adoption of effective 
measures and more decisions commander.  

For the description were used probabilistic models, for explicitness 
determining by Bayes model and solution of conditional probabilities for describing 
complex cybernetic system.	  A probability model shows the impact of reliability factor 
- the likelihood of transmission of information from the sensor to the overall 
knowledge of the operation depending on the conditions of use of sensors in each 
cycle of detection. 

Such modeling allows design and verification of hypothetical assumptions, 
modeling and simulation processing reconnaissance information from sensors in the 
process of command and control with the aim to enhance the efficiency, effectiveness 
C2 using NEC for obtaining information superiority. 

Modeling allows to design and determine the conditions, technological 
change to qualitative change in the terms of command and determine the conditions 
for the effective use of C4I systems. Properties of such systems will be determined on 
the basis of theoretical analysis of probabilistic models. 
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